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METHODS
Data treatment for color scale ‘protein fingerprints’

Data for ‘protein fingerprints (PFPs)’ used here were manipulated according to the standard procedure

reported previously.1-4  The file format used here was portable-pixel-map (.ppm) format.  Each grid

position was first assigned as three whole numbers corresponding to RGB color-codes representing

increment response (0, 0, 0) (full black, minimum increasing value) to (255, 0, 0) (red) to (255, 255, 0)

(yellow, maximum increasing value), which corresponds to all the fluorescence change rates (I/I0) divided

into 511 levels.  The numbers of the grid were saved as a comma-separated-value (.csv) file including

the three (or four) lines of ppm setting at the top of the file.  The file was then saved in the portable-

pixel-map format by simply adding ‘.ppm’ to the filename.  This file was opened by a graphic viewer

software, resized and saved in other formats such as bitmap file format (.bmp).  

Data manipulation using Euclidean distance and hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA)

The measure used to determine the similarity between two PFPs obtained from different target proteins is

Euclidean distance.5, 6  This is a common measure when considering the distance between two vectors.

Before the Euclidean distance analyses were performed, the PFP must be normalized.  Similarity

between the normalized PFP patterns is measured by Euclidean distance in multidimensional space

defined by each PFP.  These should be represented by color-coding (yellow for the highest similarity and

black for the lowest) as described in the previous section.  Additionally, the hierarchical cluster analysis

among the normalized PFPs was conducted.  Ward's clustering algorithm was used and the dendrogram

was obtained with the analyses of Euclidean distances using the Excel Macro program.7  The horizontal

axis represents the distance among normalized PFPs (left for PFPs with the highest similarity and right

for PFPs with the lowest similarity).  

Data manipulation using principal components analysis (PCA)

Principal components analysis (PCA) is a dimension reduction technique, i.e. PCA reduces the number of

variables (features) to a more manageable size.  In this study, Varimax rotation algorithm was used, and

the results of analyses were obtained by cgi script program on the web site.8  
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Fig. S1  Numbers, names and sequences of peptides in the a-helical peptide library.1
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Fig. S2  Standard deviations (left) and averages (middle) of the PFP values of each peptide against the

seven proteins [calmodulin (CaM), S-100 proteins (S-100), myosin, protein kinase A (PKA), b-

lactoglobulin (b-LG), a-amylase, and insulin].  The clustering dendrogram of peptide divergences

generated by the analysis of the Euclidean distances (right).


